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Is Everything You Know Wrong?Set the record straight!Debunk myths!Learn the truth behind
fallacies, falsehoods, hearsay, and lies!Isn’t it time you knew the honest-to-goodness truth?
We’ve all come to believe hundreds of “false facts”—myths that we’ve blindly accepted as truth,
misconceptions that we’ve ignorantly retold to others—Contrary to Popular Belief provides an
instant remedy for your pounding head full of misinformation, giving you quick relief with
enlightening and entertaining facts.Inside you’ll learn:George Washington was not the first
president of the United States.Leap year does not occur every four years.The ostrich does not
bury its head in the sand.Thomas Edison did not invent the light bulb.Ship captains cannot
perform marriages at sea.Sound does not travel at the speed of sound.The needle on a
compass does not point to the North Pole.Leonardo da Vinci did not paint the Mona Lisa.And
more than two hundred other bits of conventional “wisdom” that are completely bunk.





Ebook Tops Reader, “Entertaining. There are a lot of interesting facts and some surprises in this
book. This is a fast read and an entertaining one”

charlie, “Great book. My teenage son and I both love this book, lots of facts and information we
never knew.  Also very entertaining.”

Donna G. Kiley, “Interesting. Quite interesting.  I don't know if it's all accurate.”

Sabrina N, “Contrary to Popular Belief. Great book! I originally saw this book at the orthodontist
and picked it up. It was quite interesting. There are many interesting facts in this. Some times I
find myself yellingis at the book in my head. One of the things I like is that it gives you information
on the facts. There ae also some bonus sections that are basically longer descriptions of some
bigger false facts. Overall a good read.”

jack, “Four Stars. bought as a gift. The price was right”

ChrisN, “Fun read. The book has many interesting facts. I knew quite a number of them already
though but that could be just me. Still a good book with interesting explanations as well”

Ola Jordan, “TRIVIA - "CONTRARY TO POPULAR BELIEF". I have this book and enjoy it so
much I ordered another to pass on to a trivia-loving friend. No complaints.”

Richard B. Marion, “Great read!. I've had a great time reading this book. It's full of lots of great
facts that are both useful for trivial knowledge or as conversation starters.”

The book by Joey Green has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 34 people have provided feedback.
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